
The Supreme Court Overturned Roe v. Wade,
States to Decide Abortion Laws
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The Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade that returns the issue of abortion to the
states as the Constitution does not guarantee the right to abortion. Americans are
nearly evenly split on the issue of abortion and almost half of US states plan to ban or
limit it.

58 Babies who Received COVID-19 mRNA
Vaccines Suffered Life-Threatening Injuries
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It is unethical to give a baby a vaccine for a disease that the chances of getting
severely ill or dying from it is almost zero while life-threatening vaccine injuries are
very significant. The FDA should have been aware of so many serious adverse events, and
if they did know about them, why did they ignore them?

Soros-Funded Women’s March Behind Riot in
Phoenix Following Roe v. Wade Decision
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The Women’s March is gearing up for protests and riots across the country related to the
Roe v. Wade decision. The Women’s March, which was funded by George Soros in the past,
appears to be behind all these protests and riots scheduled between now and June 30th.

7-Minute Cure for COVID Misinformation – The
Testimony of Dr Dan Stock
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Dan Stock, MD, a family-practice physician in Noblesville, Indiana, testified on August
7, 2021, before the local Mt. Vernon School Board. His presentation immediately went
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viral – and for good reason. In slightly less than seven minutes, Dr. Stock explained
why everything advocated by the CDC and National Institute of Health are contrary to
known science. We will not attempt to summarize his presentation, because it is like a
fast-moving freight train with a hundred box cars of information rolling by. The amount
of information packed into his short presentation is phenomenal. Expect the pro-vaccine
gate keepers of information to go ballistic over the fact that this has gone viral and
do everything in their power to discredit this courageous doctor.
Click here or on image to play video.

 

– Original source: Sebastian Gorka

The Covid Con Game and End Game
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After examining the Covid vaccine’s devastating effect on the immune system and
projecting the number of deaths that will be caused by that over time, Dr. Merritt
concludes that the end game is human depopulation – a long-held goal of those who are
the funders and designers of the vaccine. What if she is right?
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Microbiologist Says Vaccines will Decimate
the Population of the World
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Dr. Bhakdi says that mRNA vaccines are loaded with poisons and alter the immune system
in such a way that it will greatly overreact when exposed to almost any pathogen
including the flu. The attacks by their own immune system will be more deadly than the
disease itself. He begged people not to take the vaccine.

Mikki WIllis: How I, as a Recovering
Socialist, Came to Produce the Film
‘Plandemic’
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Mikki Willis tells his story: How a recovering socialist and Bernie Sanders supporter
came to produce the documentary, Plandemic, the most banned Internet film in history,
reportedly receiving more than one billion views. Mikki will be speaking at the Red Pill
Expo this weekend.

Bradford Weeks, MD: There Are Many
Treatments that Are Safe, Effective and
Cheap
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Dr. Weeks says that says that, whatever the reality may be about exposure to a
coronavirus, there are safe and effective, yet inexpensive, treatments that are superior
to the current standard of care.
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Tim Ray: The Sleeping Masses Are Waking up!
Here’s How to Speed the Process
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Tim’s recommended strategies include non-compliance and finding common ground with
neighbors and community. He reminds us to never underestimate the fact that we are
powerful spiritual beings with a higher purpose than just surviving and procreating.
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The ‘Cult of Covid’ – Based on Lies and
Blind Faith
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Jon Rappoport says that the Rockefeller empire has imposed mind control propaganda on
the people, including fear of germs, for 100 years to prepare for the day to spring the
trap to lockdown the world and destroy economies.

Christian Westbrook: Engineered Food
Shortage is Underway as a Weapon of
Political Control
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Christian Westbrook, also known as the Ice Age Farmer on his popular YouTube channel,
explains that there are plans to use food as a political weapon to ensure compliance
with the totalitarian takeover. He says there are plans underway to end farming and
ranching and substitute it with transhumanist lab-grown food.

Robert Kiyosaki: Last Call for Reality –
Dreamers Will Not Do Well 
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The next twelve months may be your last chance to take the red pill for understanding
what is really happening to the economy, why it is happening, and what you absolutely
must do if you hope to survive the biggest crash-and-reset in the history of mankind.


